
 
CASTING NOTICE 

 
Antipodes Theatre Company is currently seeking actors for a virtual reading of The Secret 
Life of Wonder: a prologue in G by TS Hawkins. This choreopoem brings us into the lives of 
seven young girls being escorted into womanhood. Embracing multiple levels of play, the girls 
discover that their similarities expand beyond their assigned genders and their differences serve 
to bring them closer together. Imagined as a precursor to Ntozake Shange's for colored girls..., 
The Secret Life of Wonder: a prologue in G highlights the embryonic spark that erupts when 
girls unite to soothe their traumas, sort their puzzles, and share their triumphs. This reading will 
be directed by Cheyenne Barboza. CONTENT WARNING: This play contains coarse language 
and issues of rape/sexual assault, bullying, and racism. 
 
A virtual (livestream) reading presentation of the play will take place on Monday 8th March, 
2021. A total of six (6) hours of rehearsal will be scheduled during the week prior. Actors must 
have daytime availability since playwright and director are based in the U.S. To be considered, 
actors should record themselves performing one of the excerpts below and fill out our 
Submission Form: https://forms.gle/4ZxujqNgqudjCy4d6. To fill out this form, you must have a 
Gmail account. If you cannot access the form, you may send your video link (no attachments or 
WeTransfer) along with headshot and CV to casting@antipodestheatre.com. Submission 
deadline: 11:59pm AEDT on 15 January, 2021. A stipend is available for participating actors. 
 

CHARACTER BREAKDOWN 
Ages listed are for storytelling reference only. All actors must be 18+.  

We are searching for actors who are female/femme/womxn identifying including trans and 
non-binary actors and actors with disability. Actors of all ethnicities are encouraged to apply for 

characters where ethnicity is not specified. 
 
RUBY (they/them, 16 years of age) Ruby is perceived to be an “All American Girl.” Athletic. 
Loves the colour red. Has begun transitioning to masc/masc of center. Lives with their parents. 
We are seeking a trans or non-binary actor for this role. 
 
ORLI (she/her, 13 years of age) Latina/Latinx/Hispanic American. Prefers “boy things” rather 
than “girl things.” Spirited. Favourite colour is orange. Very energetic and enthusiastic about life. 
Lives with her parents and grandmother. Must be comfortable reading some lines in Spanish. 
 
YAZMEEN (she/her, 16 years of age) Mixed race African American, who is aware of the 
privileges that her lighter skin has afforded her. Viewed as a pessimist but identifies as a 
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“realist.” Sarcastic. Enjoys learning about history and understanding how most things & people 
operate in the world. Feels powerful in yellow. Lives with her mother. 
 
GRETA (she/her, 14 years of age) Irish American. Very proud of her red hair. Prissy and slightly 
naïve. Obsessed with fashion and is a dancer. Wears green with pride. Lives with her 
grandmother. 
 
BELYNDA (she/her, 15 years of age) African American. Is the older sister of Indigo. Exudes 
strength but secretly fretful of most things in life. Stands out in blue. Lives with her younger 
sister and father. Her parents are divorced. 
 
INDIGO (she/her, 10/11 years of age) African American. Is the younger sister of Belynda. 
Precocious. Preferred colour is indigo. The apple of her father’s eye. Lives with her older sister 
and father. Her parents are divorced. 
 
VEE (she/her, 17 years of age) Asian American. Reserved. Values structure; “plays by the 
rules.” Is an only child; the “purple heart” of the family. Finds comfort in the colour violet. Lives 
with her queer identified military parents. 
 

BIOGRAPHIES 
 
TS Hawkins (Playwright) is an international author, performance poet, art activist, educator, and 
playwright. Plays, short works, and books include Seeking Silence, Cartons of Ultrasounds, Too 
Late to Apologize, They’ll Neglect to Tell You, #RM2B, The Secret Life of Wonder: a prologue in 
G, AGAIN, #SuiteReality, “don’t wanna dance with ghosts...”, Sugar Lumps & Black Eye Blues, 
Confectionately Yours, Mahogany Nectar, Lil Blaek Book: all the long stories short, and The 
Hotel Haikus. Hawkins’ one-act choreopoem, AGAIN, was acknowledged for having the Best 
Theater Moment of 2017. #SuiteReality received the 2017 Theatrical Reality Check Surya 
Bonaly Award, a publication in WORDPEACE; an international literary journal, and debuted in 
Chicago at the Goodman Theatre for the Black Lives, Black Words International Theatre 
Festival. tspoetics.com  
 
Cheyenne Barboza (Director) is a Connecticut based award-winning Director and Playwright. 
Directing credits include: The Agitators (Theatre Horizon), The Wiz (Theatre in the X), The Last 
Seven Shakers (InterAct Theatre), Cartons of Ultrasounds (ReFocus Fest), Trade (Inis Nua 
Theatre), Directors JAM (Pirronne Yousefzadeh & Directors Gathering), Running Numbers 
(Playwright, Theatre in the X), The Secret Life of Wonder: A Prologue in G (ReFocus Fest). 



 
Assistant Director credits include: How I Learned What I Learned (Dir. Malika Oyetimein, Arden 
Theatre), The Mountaintop (Dir. Patricia McGregor, PTC). Barboza received a BFA in Directing, 
Playwriting & Production from The University of the Arts. 
 
Antipodes Theatre Company (ATC) seeks to provide a collaborative and inclusive 
environment for producing independent theatre in Melbourne. Their inaugural production of 
Dave Malloy’s Ghost Quartet was nominated for two 2020 Green Room Awards. Upcoming: 
Sam I Am (presented by La Mama Theatre), Murder for Two, The Humans, as well as ongoing 
initiatives such as the ATC Drama Club, Ricochet Reading Series, and Winter Development 
Retreat. ATC strives for inclusive hiring practices through a commitment to at least 50% of all 
roles filled by women, ethnically diverse artists, people with disability, trans and non-binary 
people, seniors, and other members of historically or culturally marginalised communities. 
 

EXCERPTS BELOW 
 

Actors should record themselves performing one of the excerpts below and fill out our  
Submission Form: https://forms.gle/4ZxujqNgqudjCy4d6 

To fill out this form, you must have a Gmail account.  
If you cannot access the form, you may send your video link (no attachments or WeTransfer)  

along with headshot and CV to casting@antipodestheatre.com.  
 

Submission deadline: 11:59pm AEDT on 15 January, 2021.  
 

All actors must be 18+. We are searching for actors who are female/femme/womxn identifying 
including trans and non-binary actors and actors with disability. Actors of all ethnicities are 

encouraged to apply for characters where ethnicity is not specified. 
 

American accents encouraged, but not required.  
Some roles may allow for native dialect for the reading presentation. 

 
NOTE: This work is a choreopoem and actors should embrace the rhythm within the language. 

 
CONTENT WARNING:  

This play (including the excerpts below) contains coarse language  
and topics of rape/sexual assault, child abuse, bullying, and racism. 
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BELYNDA 

This side is meant for folx reading for BELYNDA 
 
No need to ponder how little girls  
get raped into woman woes  
...she is only 11... 
Treated like a tramp stamp 
Breast plate reading “wanna lick?” 
No mother with gripped ‘no’s  
protecting her innocence 
Wayward traveling clutched to hunger games  
fed by attention meat mongers  

 
No need to ponder how little girls get raped into  
woman woes 
Training them to bear burdens 
Bare chested under the weight of patricide 
Or dick swabbed by faceless fathers  
Where pleas for  
“daddy”  
“daddy”  
“daddy”  
go unheard 
Head stroking for salvation 
Only she can hear her heart beat-breaking  
while it snaps under the pressure 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
INDIGO 

This side can also be used for ORLI and GRETA 
 

INDIGO is distraught. She has YAZMEEN’s notebook, sits down,  
and begins to read aloud a passage. The more she reads,  

the more connected she becomes to the words.  
 
Tell me lies 
Tell me sweet lies 
Tell me sweet little lies 
Tell me sweet little lies that linger 
Tell me sweet little lies that linger and cincher  
‘round knotted almosts 
Tell me sweet little lies that linger and cincher  
‘round knotted almosts plugging promises 
Tell me sweet little lies that linger and cincher  
‘round knotted almosts plugging promises  
blundered in one night never minds 
Tell me sweet little lies that linger and cincher  
‘round knotted almosts plugging promises  
blundered in one night never minds because I can’t  
handle the morning after 
Tell me sweet little lies that linger and cincher  
‘round knotted almosts plugging promises  
blundered in one night never minds 
Tell me sweet little lies that linger and cincher  
‘round knotted almosts plugging promises 
Tell me sweet little lies that linger and cincher  
‘round knotted almosts 
Tell me sweet little lies that linger  
Tell me sweet little lies 
Tell me sweet lies 
Tell me lies  
 
 
 
 



 
YAZMEEN 

This side is meant for folx reading for YAZMEEN 
 
Should have left me a nigger 
because this American Pie is a bit stale 
without enough Lagers nor Ales 
to cleanse the bitter palette 
drunk in the happenstance 
that maybe 
when you gave me a free ticket on the cruise ship 

CORRECTION: Slave ship  
you would look out for me 
but it was my fault for not reading the fine print  
that “I would never be free” 
the saving grace was that I was light enough  
bright enough to work in the House 
but even the house 
didn’t have any representatives that looked like me  
continually on hands and knees 
attempting to please those who would never care  
bought and sold by Capitalistas 
because Democracy is slowly becoming a hypocrisy  
so, I remain in the middle; 
a passage that never had its rights read 
but mirandized for double standards 

 
Should have left me a nigger 
with anorexic dreams deferred in fickle legacy 
one tree away from swinging to my demise  
pledging to God and the Almighty dollar 
that there is “justice for all” 
who succumb to the monotony of the B.S. of A...  
 
 
 
 
 



 
ORLI 

This side can also be used for RUBY, GRETA & VIOLET 
 

Pretending to address a large crowd, ORLI finds a  
high surface to stand on and playfully renders her speech. 

Between my parentheses 
lies this thing I dread 
Semi to the colon 
It’s been known to drip unexpectedly  
Like the girl in the 6th grade  
who stood up to find the end of her sentence  
ink stained the back of her britches 
I loathe this thing 
between my parentheses  
Wish to have the anatomy of an apostrophe  
Hanging ten against the wind 
or easy breezy as a comma 
No drama  
No muss 
No fuss 
But I am stuck 
with this polka dotted little...  
Every 28 days it interrupts 
the space between my parentheses  
A sentence to be served 
until menopause takes its turn  
Honestly, I’m over it 
It’s ruined all my fun 
Point 
Blank 
PERIOD!  

 
 

 
 
 
 



 
RUBY 

This side can also be used for VIOLET 
 
I feel like an old forgotten piano / waiting to be  
fine-tuned / sitting alone / desperately longing / for  
someone to lend a helping hand / rusted and  
scratched eternally / from being undiscovered /  
wishing that someone would / unleash / the musical  
essence lurking inside / so the world would realize /  
how wonderful I could be… 
 
masked in conservative solids 
hiding ingenuity in folded uncertainty 
the abstract concept no one could fashion 
fell upon deaf ears and silenced accents 
doleful; 
a fragmented accessory 
laying costumed 
acid washed 
sutured in black and blue revelations dying slow  
perishing in baubled sound bytes 
respirated only by the remnants; 
the opposed pattern pushing at seams 
rimmed lenses dusted in tangerine refrains 
rose colored watches move time 
to swatch fine printed faux pas 
head wrapped by the hashmarks 
azure hued in past headlines 
twirling a slated reality of the you they never knew  
the undisclosed closure of the masses 
a curved leatherette sketch 
pounded and ground into unclaimed vintage 
discounted 
mined to obscurity  


